The crime against humanity of apartheid has been widely neglected: jurisprudence is non-existent and the academic discourse modest. The International Criminal Court (ICC) is the first international criminal tribunal to include the crime against humanity of apartheid in its statute, notwithstanding the controversy of this crime. According to critics the crime is a South African phenomenon that has not reached the status of customary law. The provision on apartheid in the Rome Statute of the ICC builds on the Apartheid Convention, which is highly contentious and not signed by any Western State. All the more, it is surprising that apartheid was included in the Statute.
Introduction
More than twenty years ago, the South African apartheid regime ended with the first fully democratic elections. From its inception until the fall of the regime in 1994, the United Nations (UN) stood unified in its effort to bring down this institutionalised system of racial discrimination. Apartheid was criminalised as a crime against humanity in 1973 with the International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid (Apartheid Convention). 1 However, the Convention was highly contentious and has, until today, not been ratified by any State of the industrialised West. No trial or conviction for the crime of apartheid has ever occurred -and the Apartheid Convention is widely believed to be a dead letter. 2 Perhaps the crime of apartheid ended *PhD candidate, Faculty of Law, Department of Public and International Law, University of Oslo, email: carola.lingaas@jus.uio.no. 1 General Assembly Resolution 3068 (XXVIII) (30 November 1973) . 2 An assessment which is very critical of the crime of apartheid as found in the Apartheid Convention is given by the South African professor of law Hercules Booysen, Convention on the Crime of Apartheid, 2 with the abolishment of the South African apartheid regime? It is all the more surprising that the crime against humanity of apartheid was included in a last minute compromise into the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) 3 in 1998, four years after the end of the apartheid regime in South Africa. Despite its reoccurrence in international law, legal scholarship has largely turned a blind eye onto this crime. This paper will attempt to fill this gap by (re)awakening the interest in this crime. Not only will it reveal the potential and the pitfalls of the crime of apartheid, this article also argues for the recognition of the crime of apartheid to contemporary regimes. This article will perform a legal analysis of the crime of apartheid as found in Article 7(1)(j) Rome Statute. Most importantly, it will answer the question whether the crime against humanity of apartheid is a relict of a bygone era or could potentially be used for prosecutions before the ICC. This article will demonstrate that the crime of apartheid can be applied to cases other than South Africa, provided it can be disconnected from its historical link to the South African apartheid regime. Similar to the crime of genocide, which had -historically and analytically -to be released from the Holocaust, the crime of apartheid has to cut the ties to Southern Africa in order to gain independent significance.
Due to the contentiousness of the Apartheid Convention, some authors claim that the crime of apartheid should not be considered an international crime, and that it has not reached customary law status either. 4 This article will attempt to prove them wrong. Instead of treating the crime of apartheid as a relict, we should focus on the current importance of the crime and identify potential cases for prosecution before the ICC. As an international crime, apartheid has no geographic or historical limitations, rather, it is a crime against humanity, as are murder and torture.
The primary legal sources applied in this article are the relevant international treaty and customary law norms, foremost the Rome Statute and the Apartheid Convention. Domestic law will be considered in as much as it is found to be of importance to the discussion. As secondary sources, scholarly writing and reports, notably by the International Law Commission and the UN Commissions of Inquiry, will be used. Due to the complete absence of criminal proceedings for the crime of apartheid, case law plays a subordinate role.
This article first examines the history of the crime of apartheid, before reviewing the crime's inclusion into the Rome Statute as well as its status in customary law. The main body of this article is concerned with a legal analysis of the elements of crime and related definitional challenges. The article ends with looking into two apartheid-like State program drastically increased. 10 The segregation of Africans from the white society was presented as being beneficial, both in order to protect the whites from an everpresent and increasing black menace (called the swaart gevaar), and also seemingly in the interests of the African societies themselves. 11 The South African system was unique in regards to the extent to which racial segregation and discrimination were formalised in the law. 12
The Criminalisation of Apartheid
Apartheid was outlawed as an international crime against humanity with the adoption of the 1973 Apartheid Convention. Although, the 1968 Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity was the first to list apartheid as a crime against humanity, without prescribing individual criminal liability, however. The choice of the term 'apartheid' by the Apartheid Convention was by no means coincidental: it was a direct referral to apartheid South Africa. 13 The applicability of the Convention is, however, contested: some scholars claim that the Convention was meant to apply exclusively to the South African context, while others emphasise that the wording of the Convention opens for application to other racialised regimes. 14 The Convention, created in the Cold War era, was highly criticised and politicised. 15 To date, it has still not been ratified by any States of the industrialised West. Not only was the treaty said to be the product of a Russian conspiracy against the West, several states also feared indictment for aiding and abetting the South African regime. Its application to any situation unrelated to that regime was therefore considered highly unlikely. 16
The Use of the Apartheid Terminology
Miscellaneous situations have been described as 'apartheid', though often not in the legal sense of the word, but usually as a moral description or by analogy to the South African case. Among the countless examples is the Indian caste system or sexual 10 Rich (n 5) 250. 11 ibid 239. 12 Smeulers, Grünfeld (n 7) 109 . 13 At the time of the creation of the Apartheid Convention, the term was also used with regard to other territories in Southern Africa, such as South West Africa (Namibia), Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), the Portuguese Territories (Mozambique, Angola, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde and São Tomé and Príncipe) and Basutoland (Lesotho), Swaziland apartheid. 17 The Norwegian press seems to be particularly sympathetic to the use of the apartheid terminology. Recent examples include a headline in a newspaper on 'Introduction of an apartheid system' regarding the alleged unequal treatment of clinical nutrition students and their fellow students in medicine at the University of Oslo; 18 gender apartheid in Saudi-Arabia; 19 apartheid in Norwegian schools with all-white classes, 20 the degrading treatment of Roma and beggars in public spaces 21 and academic apartheid against Iranian students at Norwegian universities. 22 Although these examples are not necessarily legally relevant, they demonstrate how the apartheid discourse extends beyond both its historical and territorial aspects, and its contemporary legal definition. While we have seen that apartheid is recognised as a concept not limited to South Africa in its common use, can we say the same of the legal concept of the international crime of apartheid? The next chapter will analyse the crime against humanity of apartheid, as found in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC).
The Crime of Apartheid in the Rome Statute

The Inclusion of Apartheid into the Rome Statute
Prior to its inclusion in the Rome Statute, apartheid had been defined as a crime against humanity by Article 24 The 1981 study was drafted as a result of the Apartheid Convention explicitly demanding the creation of an international penal tribunal with jurisdiction over the crimes listed in the Convention (Article V).
In 1992, the International Law Commission (ILC) presented a Draft Code of Crimes Against the Peace and Security of Mankind, into which apartheid was incorporated. 25 In this version of the Draft Code of Crimes and on the establishment of an international criminal court, the ILC suggested that the prospective court should have exclusive and compulsory jurisdiction over the crime of genocide, systematic or mass violations of human rights, apartheid, illicit international trafficking in drugs as well as seizure of aircraft and kidnapping of diplomats or internationally protected persons. 26 In other words: the crime of apartheid was considered to be on par with the crime of genocide, thus one of very few crimes of such seriousness that the international criminal court should assume exclusive jurisdiction. Indeed, the ILC even explains the court's exclusive jurisdiction was justified in that '[c]ertain crimes because of their particular gravity, heinous nature, and the considerable detriment they cause to mankind, must come within the purview of an international criminal court'. 27 Furthermore, the gravity of the crime of apartheid is emphasised by the Commission's statement:
[I]t is possible to make a distinction between the most serious crimes, such as genocide and apartheid, which involve mass and systematic violations of universal values, and other crimes, and to limit the exclusive jurisdiction rule to crimes in the first category. 28 Although this ILC Draft coincides with the final years of the South African apartheid regime and as such certainly was influenced by the events of the time, it nevertheless demonstrates the uncontested seriousness of the crime of apartheid. Apartheid is repeatedly compared to genocide, which is nowadays considered 'the crime of crimes'. 29 However, this legal classification of the crime of apartheid has fallen into oblivion with the end of the South African regime. The inclusion of apartheid into the 1992 Draft has furthermore been criticised for overlooking the prevalent doubts about the crime's customary nature. 30 The Status of apartheid in customary international law will subsequently be examined in Chapter 4.
The ILC's Draft Code of Crimes of 1996 contained a generic version of apartheid, prohibiting 'institutionalised discrimination on racial, ethnic or religious grounds involving the violation of fundamental human rights and freedoms', hence without reference to the South African situation. 31 The ILC stated that institutionalised discrimination was 'in fact the crime of apartheid under a more general denomination', 32 thereby implying that not only racial, but also ethnic and religious groups were protected. 33 Neither of the Draft Codes were acted upon.
It was only at the Rome Diplomatic Conference 34 that the inclusion of the crime of apartheid into the list of crimes against humanity was suggested by the countries of the Southern African Development Community (SADC). 35 There was some initial reluctance from other state delegations towards this proposition. Nonetheless, a majority of states urged for the recognition of this inhumane act, arguing that if apartheid would not be explicitly listed as a crime against humanity, it would implicitly be subsumed under 'other inhumane acts' of Article 7(1)(k) Rome Statute. Put differently, since the crime was already implicitly contained in the Rome Statute, it might as well be singled out and given its own provision. An argument against its inclusion was that any widespread or systematic policy of apartheid would fall under the provision on persecution on racial grounds (Article 7(1)(h) Rome Statute), a separate provision on apartheid was therefore superfluous. 36 At the end, however, the delegations agreed that apartheid was of a character and gravity similar to other inhumane acts and merited its own criminal provision. 37 In retrospect, it has been argued that the inclusion of the crime of apartheid into the Rome Statute has led to an increased harmonisation of international criminal law. In prior instruments, the crime had already been afforded the status as a crime against humanity, this was confirmed by the Rome Statute, thereby leading to an expansion of the commonly accepted list of crimes against humanity. 38 The fact that the crime of apartheid was singled out as a crime against humanity and did not end up in the residual provision of 'other inhumane acts' is indeed a strong reaffirmation of the universal condemnation of this inhumane practice. 39 Critical voices, however, assert that Article 7(2)(h) Rome Statute is incoherent, ambiguous and inoperable. 40 One scholar, Roger Clark, even claims that the crime of apartheid was an example 'of the use of the law as affirmation, exclamation or denunciation rather than a string in the prosecutorial bow'. 41 Although Clark also rightfully points out that the 'practice [of apartheid] is now so deeply condemned by the world's conscience that it is inconceivable that a modern code of crimes ( ...) would omit a specific reference to apartheid'. 42 Nevertheless, he considers the addition of the crime into the list of crimes against humanity 'more symbolic than anything else and that the proscribed actions are already caught elsewhere'. 43 In this context, historic parallels to the crime of genocide should be drawn. As late as 1982, legal scholars claimed that the Genocide Convention was 'more symbolic than a legislative contract' 44 and that '[g]enocide has been charged with controversy from its very inception and it has never enforced specific punishment for cases of genocide'. 45 Indeed, wording that resembles the academic discourse on the crime of apartheid. Nowadays, nobody would even dare to discuss the continued importance of the crime of genocide or the Genocide Convention, particularly after the occurrences in Rwanda and the Former Yugoslavia. Similarly, the crime of apartheid can gain independent significance if applied to contemporary situations, as will be discussed later for the case of North Korea and the Occupied Palestinian Territories. 
The Actus Reus of the Crime against Humanity of Apartheid
1.
For the purpose of this Statute, 'crime against humanity' means any of the following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack:
The crime of apartheid;
For the purpose of paragraph 1:
(h) 'The crime of apartheid' means inhumane acts of a character similar to those referred to in paragraph 1, committed in the context of an institutionalised regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime. 46 Article 21 Rome Statute contains a detailed provision on the applicable law for the ICC. It places in consecutive order, first, the Rome Statute, the Elements of Crimes and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence (Article 21(1)(a)). Secondly, where appropriate, applicable treaties and the principles and rules of international law (Article 21(1)(b)). Thirdly, it lists the general principles of law, should both the first and second order fail. The general principles have to be consistent with the Rome Statute and international law as well as internationally recognised norms and standards (Article 21(1)(c)). The ICC may -but does not have to -apply principles and rules of law as interpreted in its previous decisions (Article 21(2)). For this analysis, the interpretation of the provisions contained in the Rome Statute are of primary importance. Although the Elements of Crimes are not strictly binding, they help clarify the different elements of each crime and as such are a tool to assist the Court in their interpretation. 47 The following analysis of the elements of the actus reus of the crime against humanity of apartheid builds on a legal interpretation of Article 7(1)(j) and Article 7(2)(h) Rome Statute. The general, overarching requirements of crimes against humanity in the chapeau of Article 7 Rome Statute will hereafter not be analysed; instead, the focus will be on the specific requirements of the crime of apartheid. 48 47 There were critical voices concerning the creation of the Elements of Crimes. One delegate at the Rome Diplomatic Conference in 1998 emphasised that the principle of legality -expressed by nullum crimen sine lege, nulla poena sine lege -results in that the elements of crimes must not be left to a later stage. State parties must be sure of the commitments that they were undertaking, see Bassiouni (n 24) 292, fn 40. 48 Apartheid was referred to as an example of an 'act' in the meaning of an attack as a 'multiple commission of acts' (chapeau of Art 7 in conjunction with Art 7(2)(a) Rome Statute) by the ICTR in two judgments, an attack can also be non-violent in nature, such as the imposition Convention on the Law of Treaties will be applied, in particular the literal, the contextual/systematic and the teleological criteria. 49 Article 31(1) Vienna Convention notes that terms are to be given their ordinary meaning in the context and the light of the respective treaty's object and purpose. While the ordinary meaning of treaty terms always is linked with its context, it may be treated separately for analytical purposes. 50
The following subchapters examine the different elements of the actus reus of the crime of apartheid. In so doing, the challenges -or pitfalls -of the criminal provision on apartheid will be revealed. Each respective subchapter deals with one of these elements, these being: inhumane acts, a character similar to those referred to in paragraph 1, an institutionalised regime, systematic oppression and domination and, lastly, the racial group.
Inhumane Acts
The expression 'inhumane acts' is not defined and clearly any of the offences specified as crimes against humanity in Article 7(1) Rome Statute would amount to an inhumane act. Most likely there is an overlap between the concept of 'inhumane acts' (Article 7(2)(h) Rome Statute) and 'inhuman acts' (Article II Apartheid Convention), though generally the acts would have to reach a certain degree of severity, suffering or injury. 51 Footnote 29 in the Elements of Crime on Article 7(1)(j) Rome Statute indicates that the term 'character' refers to the nature and gravity of the acts, meaning that an act similar in quality or seriousness to other crimes against humanity could also constitute an inhumane act for the purpose of this offence. 52
Character Similar to those Referred to in Paragraph 1
The Rome Statutes' Elements of Crime to Article 7(2)(h) reads as follows:
Such act was an act referred to in article 7, paragraph 1, of the Statute, or was an act of a character similar to any of those acts. 53 Article 7(2)(h) Rome Statute requires that the act is of an inhumane character similar to other crimes against humanity set forth in its Article 7(1). In practice, there may be a large degree of similarity between the inhumane acts of the crime of apartheid and the other crimes listed in paragraph 1. 54 The act required has to be of an inhumane character, which seems to refer to Article 7(1)(k) Rome Statute, describing 'other inhumane acts' as acts that intentionally cause great suffering or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health. However, such acts could also fall under the definition of the crime of persecution in Article 7(1)(h) Rome Statute, if they contain a discriminative intent based on the identity of a group, for example a racial group. 55 There is seemingly a real risk that the acts committed would be subsumed under any of the other paragraphs of Article 7(1) Rome Statute, thereby making the provision on the crime of apartheid obsolete. However, the principle of specificity, which emanates from the guiding principle of legality or nullum crimen sine lege, demands for criminal provisions to be as specific and clear as for judges to render consistent, coherent and foreseeable judgments and for perpetrators to foresee the consequences of their criminal behaviour. Punishment may only be imposed if the criminal provision that foresees punishment for a specific behaviour is sufficiently precise. 56 Thus, in criminal law the specificity of a provision is of paramount importance. The more specific and precise a criminal norm is, the more likely it is to be in coherence with the principle of legality. It could therefore be argued that a detailed provision, such as Article 7(2)(h) Rome Statute, is more likely to adhere to the principle of legality than a generic provision such as Article 7(1)(k) Rome Statute. The question of whether a comprehensive provision is more likely to lead to a conviction in a criminal trial before an international tribunal is yet another, completely different and primarily pragmatic, issue.
Understandably, the reference to 'acts of a character similar to paragraph 1' has caused some debate amongst legal academics. Sunga welcomed the Rome Statute's definition of the crime of apartheid with its rather short reference to acts in Article 7(1), consequently omitting the long and vague list of acts found in Article II of the Apartheid Convention. 57 As a matter of fact, most of the acts listed in the Apartheid Convention are captured by the Rome Statute's definition; the list in the Apartheid Convention could therefore serve as illustration for the ICC when dealing with the crime of apartheid. 58 Werle suggests that 'inhumane acts of a similar character' could be interpreted using Article II Apartheid Convention. 59 Cryer clarifies that the term 'of a character similar to those referred to in paragraph 1' was included in order to prevent exceedance of the existing law; the Rome Statute thus simply provided an express recognition of the crime of apartheid. 60
The above-cited suggestions by legal scholars reveal the ambiguity caused by the wording of Article 7(1) Rome Statute. The wording of 'acts similar to those referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 7' is indeed not helpful in clarifying the content of the crime of apartheid. On the contrary, the reference is unclear, since it seems to point to Article 7(1)(k) Rome Statute without stating this explicitly. However, Article 7(1)(k) Rome Statute is also a rather open provision lacking a closer definition. There is therefore a substantial risk that a prosecutor would choose not to indict a perpetrator for the crime of apartheid because it creates an additional burden of proof. In addition to proving that there is an 'inhumane act of a character similar to those referred to in Article 7(1)', the prosecutor would also have to demonstrate the existence of a 'context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime'. Or instead, the prosecutor could choose to indict an alleged offender of Article 7(1)(k) Rome Statute, thereby limiting his burden of proof to an inhumane act. Nevertheless, although apartheid could fall within the ambit of 'other inhumane acts', it was included into the Rome Statute as a separate offence in order to reaffirm the universal condemnation of its practice. 61
Institutionalised Regime
The inclusion of the term 'institutionalized regime' represents the most significant difference between the definition of the crime of apartheid in the Apartheid Convention and the Rome Statute. 62 The 1996 Draft Code of Crimes by the ILC argued that the crime of persecution and the crime of institutionalised discrimination (or apartheid under a more general denomination) differed inasmuch as the latter demanded a plan or a policy to have been 'institutionalized'. 63 Whether this discrimination should be enforced by de jure authority (eg legal decrees) or simply by de facto actions, is not apparent from the statutory provision in the Rome Statute; it should be ascertained that a de facto discrimination would be sufficient. 64 With regards to the term 'regime', a broad interpretation is demanded. Hall suggests that regime be understood in a broad sense of 'a method or a system of organising or doing something', 65 as opposed to its primary sense of a governmental method or system. He concludes that there are no indications in the Rome Statute that would 60 prevent a broader interpretation of the term to include a system institutionalised by an armed group in control of a certain area, thereby allowing an armed group to qualify as a regime. 66 Byron confirms this view, emphasising that 'institutionalized regime can be understood as an established law or practice by a government or prevailing order', 67 thereby confirming the de facto institutionalisation. According to other scholars, the crime of apartheid effectively required a government policy of apartheid. 68 Bultz claims that a 'regime' should be limited to a recognisable state, the threshold of an institutionalised regime would be muddled if it included de facto control by loosely organised militias or rebel groups. He asserts that by construing the 'regime' notion too widely, it became too ambiguous and unidentifiable and therefore problematic in light of the principle of legality. According to Bultz, a non-state regime is not really institutionalised at all; instead he believes that any non-institutionalised discrimination would be covered by the crime of persecution and need not be embraced as a crime of apartheid. 69 An established law or practice by a government or prevailing order is most likely the closest to a definition of an institutionalised regime one gets. 70 An institutionalised regime would indisputably exist when the oppression and the domination are anchored in domestic law, with the South African apartheid legislation as the prime example. 71 One must, however, be cautious so as not to demand the same requirements for a contemporary apartheid situation. The threshold is created by the institutionalisation of a regime of systematic discrimination and oppression, not by a comparison to the governmental methods and legislation of the Union of South Africa.
Systematic Oppression and Domination
The criterion of systematic oppression by the regime suggests that there exists some controlling and harsh treatment of the racial group. Yet, precisely this requirement of systematicity of the treatment could present considerable challenges for the prosecution to prove. 72 The problem is created by the chapeau for all crimes against humanity in Article 7(1) Rome Statute that only disjunctively requires a systematic or widespread attack. Article 7(2)(h) Rome Statute thus seemingly introduces a mandatory requirement of systematicity, which contradicts the chapeau's intention. While case law and scholarship have determined that crimes against humanity no longer demand a conjunctive requirement of a widespread and systematic attack, 73 Article 7(2)(h) Rome
Statute seemingly re-introduces this out-dated requirement, thereby countermanding the development of international criminal law.
There is some uncertainty as to the distinction between 'oppression' and 'domination'. Some scholars suggest that they cannot be distinguished and are essentially the same. 74 The Oxford English dictionary defines 'oppression' as 'prolonged cruel or unjust treatment or exercise of authority' 75 , whereas 'domination' is described as 'the exercise of power or influence over someone or something, or the state of being so controlled'. 76 It has been pointed out that there would be a significant burden on the prosecution to demonstrate the existence of both 'oppression' and 'domination'. 77 However, if these requirements were viewed as one -'oppression and domination' -then the prosecutorial burden would to a certain extent be relieved.
Domination of One Racial Group Over Any Other Racial Group
The crime of apartheid is defined as an institutionalised regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups. The construction of a 'racial group' is fundamental to the concept of apartheid. 78 If the prosecutor cannot prove the existence of a racial group, the crime of apartheid becomes untenable.
The crime of apartheid has certain elements in common with the crime of genocide. The latter protects a racial group as one of four exclusive victim groups in the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Genocide Convention) and the corresponding Article 6 Rome Statute. The Apartheid Convention was, as a matter of fact, modelled after the Genocide Convention. 79 The relevant jurisprudence on genocide with regard to a racial group might indeed prove useful when defining the term 'race' within the context of the crime of apartheid. 80 However, while the crime of genocide protects four distinct groups (racial, ethnical, national and religious), the crime of apartheid limits its protection to the racial group only. The legal definition of the racial group therefore becomes of paramount importance. The classification of the victims as members of a racial group constitutes a legal threshold, which must be proven in order for the crime of apartheid to occur. 81 The common meaning of the term 'race' has changed considerably since the end of World War II. At that time, the common understanding of race merged the notion of 74 Hall (n 33) 265 at n 123. 75 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/oppression, accessed 23 November 2015. 76 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/domination, accessed 23 November 2015. 77 Hall (n 33) 265 at n 123. 78 Du Plessis (n 13) 425. 79 Reydams (n 13) 59. The Rome Statute defines genocide in its Art 6: 'For the purpose of this Statute, 'genocide' means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such (…)'. 80 Bantekas (n 14) 237. 81 In agreement: Du Plessis (n 13) 425. nation states with sub-groups of people. 82 The classification of sub-groups with different inherent, unchangeable characteristics was part of Hitler's Aryan master race policy. His creation of a homogenous German people (the so-called Herrenvolk or Herrenrasse) was an attempt to justify the extermination of 'others' as a sacred purpose of the biologically superior German people. 83 The Nazi party 'embarked on a lethal project of social engineering that was to eliminate "impure" groups that threatened the Aryan race'. 84 However the concept of race is also burdened by an out-dated pseudo-scientific explanation dating back to times of imperialism and colonialism asserting that people can be categorised by their features and innate characteristics. Natural sciences have long reached the conclusion that there are no genetic or biological differences amongst the different races. 85 Moreover, it has become accepted that race is the outcome of collective ascription and is typically used to refer to a group of people who are perceived as being different and possibly inferior to another group. 86 Thus, race is created by a specific society in order to indicate and justify differences in treatment or in position. 87 Already in 1950, the UNESCO Statement on Race emphasised that '[f]or all practical social purposes, "race" is not so much a biological phenomenon as a social myth'. 88 Since obviously 'the existence of races themselves no longer corresponds to usage of progressive social science', 89 race as a means to classify humans into major subspecies has become virtually obsolete. 90 Modern genetics tend not to speak of race for three predominant reasons: first, there has been so much interbreeding between human populations that there are no pure racial groups. Secondly, hereditary physical traits are not evenly distributed within clear boundaries. Lastly, hereditary characteristics cannot explain cultural variations. People everywhere in the world have the same inborn abilities and variations exist only on an individual level, not at a group level. 91 When confronted with the definition of the term 'racial group' (mostly in connection to defining the protected racial group of the crime of genocide), international criminal tribunals were challenged with finding an objective definition of the protected group. 92 The reason for this approach is the fact that the racial group is an element of the actus reus, a threshold of the crime. Consequently, the international criminal tribunals tried to objectively define race, with rather mixed results. Gradually, however, there has been a shift towards a subjective approach, thereby avoiding scientifically verifiable (objective) parameters and instead relying on the persecutor's perception of the victim group. 93 While international criminal law seemingly tries to avoid any confrontation with race and racial groups, socio-anthropology extensively dealt with the issue and commonly defines race as the perception of differentness. 94 Noticing this, legal scholars have suggested turning to anthropology in search of a legal definition of race:
[A]partheid constitutes a very specific crime against humanity, based solely on racial discrimination. It is relevant even after the collapse of the South African apartheid State, and much will depend on the anthropological definition of 'race'. 95 According to the contemporary socio-anthropological definition of race, the only matter of importance is whether social actors treat races as real and organise their lives and exclusionary practices accordingly. Race is therefore a social construct, defined and moulded by a group, usually in response to another group. Race is heavily influenced and ultimately created by stigmatisation and the perception of differentness. Race is thus not real, but imagined. As mentioned earlier, the perpetrator's perception becomes the main determining element: people discriminate because someone is perceived as being different. 96 In other words, if a group is perceived and treated as a distinct racial group, it would qualify as a racial group in the meaning of the crime of apartheid, despite the lack of any 'objective' differences between the groups to which the victim and the perpetrator belong to. 91 Hylland Eriksen (n 85) 6. Also noted by Kälin 
The Mens Rea of the Crime against Humanity of Apartheid
In addition to the specific intention of maintaining an institutionalised regime of systematic oppression and domination, Article 30 Rome Statute requires that the perpetrator commits the material elements with intent and knowledge. Thus, the mens rea of the crime of apartheid demands awareness by the perpetrator of the factual circumstances, such as the nature and gravity of his or her acts, and an intention of maintaining the institutionalised regime of systematic oppression and domination over a racial group. Of importance is that the systematic oppression and domination not only have the effect, but moreover the purpose of maintaining a regime by one racial group over another racial group. The crime of apartheid therefore demands a special intent to sustain an institutionalised system of racial discrimination, in addition to the general intent of committing the crime. 97 The wording of the mens rea is problematic because it seemingly excludes acts that establish a racial domination; according to the provision's wording, the criminal act is limited to maintaining such regimes. 98 However, it could be argued that any regime, once established, also has to be maintained. Furthermore, the wording suggests that replacing one regime with another is not included. 99 A possible solution to this apparent lacuna could be found in a wide definition of the maintenance term as to include the establishment and the replacement of an apartheid regime, thereby approaching Article II Apartheid Convention that demands intent 'for the purpose of establishing and maintaining domination'.
Spatial Applicability of the Provisions on Apartheid
While there are controversies as to whether the Apartheid Convention was intended for, and could be applied to, contexts other than South Africa, this discussion is no longer valid for the Rome Statute. Since Article 7(1)(j) in conjunction with Article 7(2)(h) Rome Statute removed any reference to Southern Africa; accordingly, the Southern African situation can no longer be used as a conditio sine qua non to determine the existence of the crime of apartheid in other cases. The crime of apartheid has been released from its former geographical shackles. The provisions on apartheid in the Rome Statute can therefore be applied to any situation occurring in the territory of any State party. They can furthermore be applied to any other state providing the ICC's jurisdiction is accepted and/or the UN Security Council authorises the initiation of an investigation.
Nonetheless, the contentiousness of the spatial (and temporal) applicability of the Rome Statute's provisions on apartheid has not yet fully dissipated. The shadow of the South African legacy still lingers over the crime of apartheid. Yet, with the inclusion of the 97 Du Plessis (n 13) 427; Bantekas (n 14) 48. This 'special intent' should, however, not be confused with the special intent of the crime of genocide, according to which the perpetrator not only has the intent to commit one of the enumerated acts, but furthermore has the special intent of destroying the group as such. 98 Bultz (n 16) 225. 99 Hall (n 33) 265-266. crime of apartheid into the Rome Statute and the removal of any reference to the Southern African case, the time has now come to put Article 7(1)(j) Rome Statute to the test. As a matter of fact, there are a significant number of States with institutionalised regimes of systematic oppression and domination. If these cases reach the threshold of a crime against humanity and fulfil the elements of the crime of apartheid, a substantial number of cases could be added to the ICC's case-load. 100 Two cases will be briefly analysed in Chapter 5, demonstrating that the provisions on apartheid could be applied by the ICC in the near future.
The Status of Apartheid in Customary Law
There are three possible sources under international law, namely treaty, custom and general principles of law. 101 Customary law demands evidence of a subjective recognition by states of what they consider to be a binding rule of international law (opinio juris) as well as an objective constant and uniform state practice. 102 International crimes are mostly created through conventions, but also through custom. The contentiousness of the Apartheid Convention and the not yet universal ratification of the Rome Statute as treaty sources containing the crime against humanity of apartheid, reveal the importance of the customary status of this crime. The Rome Statute attempted to codify pre-existing customary or conventional law, particularly crimes that were already prohibited in codified international law, such as the crime of apartheid. 103 The crimes listed in the Rome Statute thus coincide to a large extent with customary law. 104 Whether or not the crime against humanity of apartheid has reached customary law status remains an issue of dispute. 105 This chapter will attempt to demonstrate why the crime of apartheid is not only a treaty crime, but most probably also a customary crime.
The Prohibition of Racial Discrimination
The International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the South West Africa case made clear that 'the norm of non-discrimination or non-separation on the basis of race has become a rule of customary international law'. 106 Not only norms proscribing racial discrimination, but also governmental practices of systematic racial discrimination are considered prohibited under customary human rights law. 107 Apartheid is a case of qualified racial discrimination that runs contrary to the most fundamental guiding principles of international law, notably human rights law: the UN Charter of 1945 provides in Article 1(3) that its members had to promote and encourage 'respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion' (emphasis added). Similarly, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948 confirms that 'everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status' (Article 2, emphasis added). The customary law status of the prohibition of racial discrimination and apartheid as a case of qualified racial discrimination seems uncontested. Indeed, scholars confirm that 'the customary status of the prohibition of ( …) systematic apartheid-style racial discrimination is ( …) beyond doubt'. 108 While the customary nature of racial non-discrimination is recognised, the question remains whether the crime against humanity of apartheid is a customary norm too.
Opinio juris
Evidence of opinio juris will often be drawn from debates in the General Assembly or from negotiation of international treaties, where the opinion of states on their legal obligations becomes apparent. 109 The ICJ in the Advisory Opinion on Nuclear Weapons recognised that also General Assembly resolutions, even if they were not legally binding, could in certain circumstances provide evidence of an opinio juris. 110 This statement is of particular importance for the examination of the customary nature of the crime of apartheid.
No court has ever prosecuted the crime of apartheid (national or international); no person has ever been tried for the crime of apartheid. 111 Therefore the state practice of criminal prosecution of this crime is non-existent. Nevertheless, apartheid has been dealt with by virtually every organ of the UN, since the very beginning of the organisation's existence in 1946. It was apartheid that unified the international community in its struggle to bring to an end the South African regime in the midst of the Cold War era. Numerous UN resolutions condemned apartheid, an indication of its seriousness. Indeed, in the period from 1946 to 1993, at least 14 General Assembly resolutions confirmed apartheid to be a crime against humanity; in addition to a multitude of other resolutions dealing with the consequences of the South African apartheid regime. Furthermore, on one occasion the Security Council affirmed that apartheid was a crime against humanity, as well as once stating that apartheid was a 'crime against the conscience and dignity of mankind'. 112 Although purely related to the Southern African context, these UN resolutions shaped the understanding of the crime of apartheid and continue to be relevant with regards to its legal definition. From an historical perspective, these resolutions are of great importance because they illustrate the international community's commitment to eradicate and to criminalise apartheid. From a legal point of view, the resolutions show how apartheid grew to be recognised as a crime against humanity and demonstrate an opinio juris of the UN member states. If this opinio juris can be attributed with the corresponding state practice, the crime of apartheid could have actually gained customary law status.
The International Law Commission (ILC) seems to further strengthen this argument. In its recent Report on the Formation and Evidence of Customary Law of 2013, it noted that the prohibition against racial discrimination and apartheid were peremptory norms, which were formed as a result of a process of widespread acceptance and recognition by the international community as a whole. 113 The condemnation of apartheid as a crime against humanity and as such an affront to human dignity by 'the majority of Member states' was already noted as early as 1972. 114 There are therefore strong indications that an opinio juris as to the prohibition of apartheid as a crime against humanity exists, and has existed, for more than four decades.
State Practice
An increasing number of national legislations now contain the crime of apartheid, which demonstrates the general high acceptance of the crime and state practice as such. 115 On the international level, there are a multitude of treaties with provisions on apartheid. As a matter of fact, all the international treaties that contain provisions on apartheid have reached a high number of ratifications, thereby indicating state practice: 176 States are members of the International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (ICERD). According to the Preamble of the ICERD, its State parties were: hatred, such as policies of apartheid, segregation or separation' (emphasis added). 116 Article 3 further stipulates the member States' obligation to oppose apartheid:
States Parties particularly condemn racial segregation and apartheid and undertake to prevent, prohibit and eradicate all practices of this nature in territories under their jurisdiction.
It is to be noted that the discriminatory practice of apartheid was the only specific form of discrimination to be singled out and proscribed in its own treaty provision in the ICERD. Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions with an article on the war crime of apartheid also achieved a high number of ratifications, with 173 State parties. The Rome Statute has to date been ratified by 122 States. The Rome negotiations for the ICC reaffirmed that apartheid is a crime against humanity -certain scholars perceive this as confirmation that the crime has achieved a customary law status. 117 Last but not least, the Apartheid Convention with 109 ratifications confirms a generally high acknowledgement of apartheid as an international crime. 118 Undoubtedly, the majority of ratifications occurred during the 1970s and 1980s. However, a not insignificant number of these took place in the early 1990s, thus in the final years of the South African apartheid regime. 119 Even more remarkable is that a total of 10 States either ratified or acceded the Apartheid Convention after the fall of the regime in 1994, the latest being in 2014 (State of Palestine). 120 These recent ratifications demonstrate that the Apartheid Convention is perceived as a valid, functioning treaty and possibly not a dead letter after all.
There are furthermore no indications of hostility to the apartheid provisions by states that are not parties to the above-listed treaties. A clear signal is also the acceptance of subsequent instruments prohibiting apartheid by previous non-state parties to the Apartheid Convention (such as South Africa or the United Kingdom). The prohibition of racial discrimination itself is a clear rule of customary law. The prohibition of apartheid as a qualified example of racial discrimination, constituting an international crime, is 116 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, adopted by General Assembly resolution 2106 A (XX) of 21 December 1965. 117 Bantekas, Nash (n 39) 135. 118 A frequently voiced criticism against the Apartheid Convention is the low number of State parties it has. However, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, a yardstick in international law, has only five more parties (113 ratifications). 119 recognised by an increasing number of states and can therefore be asserted to have reached the level of customary law. 121
Erga omnes, jus cogens and universal jurisdiction
In its famous Barcelona Traction case, the ICJ declared that not only was racial discrimination prohibited by international customary law, it was also a norm erga omnes:
Such obligations (obligations erga omnes) derive, for example, in contemporary international law, from the outlawing of acts of aggression, and of genocide, as also from the principles and rules concerning the basic rights of the human person, including protection from slavery and racial discrimination. 122 The judgment defines obligations erga omnes as follows:
In particular, an essential distinction should be drawn between the obligations of a State towards the international community as a whole, and those arising vis-à-vis another State in the field of diplomatic protection. By their very nature the former are the concern of all States. In view of the importance of the rights involved, all States can be held to have a legal interest in their protection; they are obligations erga omnes. 123 The wording very much resembles that which the ILC later adopted in its Draft Code of Crimes, in which it is emphasised that apartheid was of particular gravity due to its heinous nature. Moreover, it involved mass and systematic violations of universal values. 124 Owing to the gravity of the crime and the damage caused to humanity as a whole, there is an obligation owned to the international community to not discriminate on a racial basis.
Not only has apartheid reached the status of customary law and is a crime with an erga omnes effect, it is also an international crime with jus cogens status. 125 Jus cogens permits states to assert universal jurisdiction over core international crimes. Crimes against humanity, amongst these, apartheid, have been recognised in international law for 121 several decades and could be a prime example for universal jurisdiction. 126 As a matter of fact, the South African apartheid regime prominently figured as a potential case of universal jurisdiction prior to the ratification of the Rome Statute: the government committed crimes against its own citizens, but had not ratified the Apartheid Convention and was therefore not directly bound by its provisions. The Convention aimed at halting the practice of a non-state party, which could only have been achieved by exercising universal jurisdiction. 127 Unfortunately, due to the lack of case law, it is currently rather unlikely that any state will assert universal jurisdiction for the crime of apartheid.
Application to Contexts other than South Africa
While none of the current situations under investigation before the ICC deal with the crime of apartheid, there are indications that other situations might indeed fulfil the requirements of the crime. 128 In particular, the situation in Palestine, presently under preliminary examination by the ICC, may call for the application of the provisions on apartheid, as will subsequently be shown. The other recent situation, to which the apartheid terminology was applied in at least a partially legal sense, is North Korea. The following sub-chapters will discuss both cases, without however going into depth regarding the underlying facts. is only in recent years that its activity has become publicly more known. Subsequently, some of this recent development will be shown.
North Korea
In April 2013, the Council established a Commission of Inquiry to investigate systematic, widespread and grave violations of human rights in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK). The Commission was instructed to investigate, amongst other things, violations of the right to food, torture and inhuman treatment, discrimination, violations of freedom of expression and violations of the right to life. The Commission's mandate was based on the Human Rights Council Resolution 22/13. 129 In a public statement to the 25 th session of the Human Rights Council in March 2014, the Chairman of the Commission of Inquiry, Michael Kirby, asserted that the government of North Korea had put into place a system of apartheid. 130 The statement was released in connection with the publication of the corresponding report of the detailed findings of the Commission of Inquiry. 131 The statement and the report contain multiple references to crimes against humanity that were -and allegedly still are -being committed by government officials of the DPRK against its own citizens. 132 While the Commission's report was not intended to be a legally binding document and makes no claims as such, it nevertheless had the objective of 'ensuring full accountability, in particular where these violations may amount to crimes against humanity '. 133 As such, the report integrates well with a number of recent reports by other Commissions of Inquiry. Indeed, it seemingly reveals a trend of non-legal commissions drawing legal conclusions without having performed a complete legal analysis of the crimes in question or having a corresponding mandate. 134 In his statement, Kirby makes direct reference to the apartheid regime in South Africa and the cruelties committed by Khmer Rouge in Cambodia. 135 In so doing, he compares the North Korean situation with other situations of serious human rights breaches, where international crimes were committed. Implicitly, he thereby performs a legal classification of the situation in North Korea. The statement notes that the social system in the DPRK, the songbun, was a discriminatory apartheid of a social class that should immediately and completely be abolished 136 exception of an appearance in one footnote, the comprehensive report never once mentions the term 'apartheid'. 137 On behalf of the Commission, Kirby urged: … the members of the United Nations and the international community, to accept their responsibility to protect and to implement all the recommendations contained in our report addressed to them: especially those related to accountability, including the referral of the situation of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea to the International Criminal Court. 138 The Commission thereby calls upon the members of the UN to refer the situation to the Prosecutor of the ICC. 139 The statement ends with yet another comparison of the North Korean system with South Africa, as well as Nazism:
Contending with the scourges of Nazism, apartheid, the Khmer Rouge and other affronts required courage by great nations and ordinary human beings alike. It is now your duty to address the scourge of human rights violations and crimes against humanity in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. 140 The media were quick to pick up on one particular sentence issued by Kirby, that of the North Korean songbun being an apartheid system. 141 Paradoxically, and as has also been noted above, apartheid does not figure in the report's analysis, except for once in a footnote. Yet, it was this specific comparison of the North Korean totalitarian system with Nazism, the Khmer Rouge reign and, not least, the South African apartheid regime that made headlines.
Clearly, there appears to be a discrepancy between the (legal) conclusions of the comprehensive report and the Chairman's statements. Two possible reasons for this present themselves: either Michael Kirby carried out a personal legal analysis of the situation in the DPRK and concluded that the crime against humanity of apartheid was, in his eyes, fulfilled (a rather unlikely scenario), or, more likely, Kirby used the not unknown rhetoric of labelling a discriminatory situation as 'apartheid', without having performed the corresponding legal analysis. It has to be recalled that the crime of apartheid requires the oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group. In order to fulfil the actus reus of the crime, two (or more) different racial groups would have to be involved. It is, however, highly unlikely that the different social groups in North Korea would be considered 'races'. This interpretation of the term race would most likely stretch its legal meaning considerably and it is doubtful whether any international criminal court would accept such a legal classification.
Very recent developments reveal the likelihood of a referral of the North Korean situation to the ICC: at the end of October 2015, apparently a joint EU-Japanese draft General Assembly resolution encouraged the UN Security Council to refer the situation to the ICC. 142 According to media, momentum was gathering as the referral became a real possibility and, in this context, the former UN Commissioner of Human Rights, Navi Pillay also emphasised that the North Korean caste system, the songbun, constituted a new example of apartheid. 143 In their oral statements, both former and current UN officials have been quick to draw the comparison between the songbun system in the DPRK and apartheid. Conversely, they are more cautious in their written reports, where apartheid terminology is consistently avoided. 144 In the case of an increasingly more likely referral of the North Korean situation to the ICC, a legal analysis of the songbun system as a crime against humanity of apartheid should be anticipated. However, the racial group is an essential element of the actus reus of the crime of apartheid and the social classes of the DPRK can hardly be classified as racial groups. Unless the racial group is very broadly interpreted to include any group perceived as being different from the perpetrator's group, an application of Article 7(1)(j) Rome Statute on the situation seems rather unlikely.
In summary, once again it has been shown that the symbolic power of the apartheid terminology cannot be underestimated. Simultaneously, this power also casts a shadow over the legal definition of the term.
The Occupied Palestinian Territories
Parallels between the South African apartheid regime and the situation in Palestine were drawn already at an early stage, as illustrated by the UN General Assembly Resolution 3382 (XXX) of 10 November 1975, which strongly condemned: all governments which do not recognise the right to self-determination and independence of peoples under colonial and foreign domination and alien subjugation, notably the people of Africa and the Palestinian people. 145 The conflict in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT) also prominently figures in the colloquial apartheid discourse. Numerous books make the connection between apartheid and Palestine already in their title: 'Seeking Mandela: Peacemaking between Israelis and Palestinians' 146 and 'Palestine/Israel: Peace or Apartheid' 147 are just two examples of a wide array of scholarly publications. The apartheid terminology is employed as a metaphor for the on-going struggle between two groups of people and is as such not applied in any legal sense. Although, other sources have specifically analysed the situation in the OPT from a legal perspective. One of these being the Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied since 1967, which will be discussed subsequently. 148 Richard Falk, the Special Rapporteur, presented his final report to the UN Human Rights Council in January 2014, submitted in accordance with the Commission on Human Rights resolution 1993/2A and Human Rights Council decision 2/102. 149 In his report, Falk addressed Israeli settlements in the West Bank and the wall, in the context of the tenth anniversary of the Advisory Opinion by the International Court of Justice (ICJ), 150 and considered the policies and practices of Israel in the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT) in light of the prohibition on segregation and apartheid. Thus, unlike the Commission of Inquiry to North Korea, Special Rapporteur Falk made it clear that he was looking into apartheid-like situations and would therefore perform a legal classification of the discriminatory systems put into place in the OPT. 151 His report dedicates an entire chapter (chapter V) to the question of apartheid and segregation. Falk points out that he, as did his predecessors, had called for an advisory opinion by the ICJ on 'whether elements of the [Israeli] occupation constitute forms of colonialism and apartheid'. 152 However: since no advisory opinion has been sought ( …), in the present report the Special Rapporteur assumes part of the task of analysing whether allegations of apartheid in occupied Palestine are well founded. He discusses Israeli policies and practices through the lens of the 146 151 The report reads: 'An abiding theme of the reports of the Special Rapporteur during the past six years has been the consistent failure of Israel to comply with clear legal standards embodied in the Geneva Convention (…) and elsewhere in international humanitarian law and international human rights law' (n 149, para 3). It is to be noted that Falk is professor emeritus of law at Princeton University. 152 n 149, para 51. international prohibition of ethnic discrimination, segregation and apartheid. 153 By referring specifically to the international prohibition of apartheid, the legal approach to the discriminatory practices in the OPT is further emphasised. The term 'prohibition' implies an analysis of the criminal law provisions. Indeed, the Special Rapporteur meticulously enumerates the relevant legal framework for his analysis, amongst others Article 85(4)(c) of Protocol I under the Geneva Conventions, the peremptory status of the prohibition of apartheid as declared by the International Law Commission, 154 Article 3 ICERD (thoroughly elaborating that, while this provision possibly only applied to South Africa, the overall prohibition of racial discrimination was found to be of universal character) as well as the Apartheid Convention. 155 Falk rightfully pinpoints the issue of the domination of one racial group over another racial group as one of the main elements -and challenges -to the application of the apartheid provisions. As such, he notes that racial discrimination had to be broadly defined as to include any distinction based on race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin, as prescribed by Article 1 ICERD. 156 The report ends by concluding that it finds 'practices and policies which appear to constitute apartheid and segregation' 157 and refers to the possibility of a criminal investigation before the ICC. 158 The media response was dominated by headlines on the Israeli apartheid. 159 The accession of the State of Palestine to the Apartheid Convention only three months after Falk's presentation of his final report is hardly coincidental. 160 One year after the submission of Falk's report, the Government of Palestine lodged a declaration under Article 12(3) Rome Statute accepting the ICC's jurisdiction and subsequently acceding to the Rome Statute. 161 It is to be noted that the declaration only concerns alleged crimes committed since 13 June 2014. It therefore has a different temporal dimension than the report by Falk. The Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC had to, as a matter of policy and practice, open a preliminary examination into the situation in Palestine in order to establish whether the criteria for opening an investigation according to Article 53(1) Rome Statute were met. 162 If an investigation were to be opened it would be of particular interest to see whether the Office of the Prosecutor examines the committing of the crime of apartheid. In this context, it would prove to be of major importance whether or not the Palestinians and the Israeli are considered two distinct racial groups. If the ICC chooses to follow suit regarding the current development of the sociological and legal definition of race as being the perception of a group or a person's differentness, then the two groups in the OPT could indeed be characterised as two racial groups. With reference to the rather clear conclusion of Falk's report, which has a legal dimension, it would be surprising if the ICC Prosecutor were to disregard the application of the provision on the crime of apartheid. Further developments in this case are to be awaited.
Conclusion
The importance of the inclusion of the crime of apartheid into the Rome Statute should not be underestimated. Thirty years ago, the international community stood united in its efforts to abolish apartheid in South Africa. In the entire history of the United Nations, there has rarely been such a widespread agreement on the wrongfulness of a situation. Nevertheless, perpetrators of apartheid were not held accountable, despite international condemnation and the creation of an international treaty criminalising apartheid. Although prohibited and criminalised by international law as early as 1976, when the Apartheid Convention came into force, the crime of apartheid has never been given sufficient attention by international lawyers. The open criticism towards the Convention, seemingly exclusively applicable to the South African situation, in effect led to impunity. With the end of the South African apartheid regime, many believed there would be no other cases of apartheid. The crime of apartheid fell into oblivion. The inclusion of the crime in the Rome Statute is a confirmation of its legitimate space in international criminal law.
It should not be forgotten that of all types of discrimination, it was apartheid that developed a unique dynamic: in addition to being listed in several other instruments, 163 it is the subject of two international treaties, 164 proscribed with individual criminality, jus cogens status, universal jurisdiction and finally found its way into the Rome Statute. Had the international community not believed in the continued relevance of the crime of apartheid, it could have chosen not to include it into the Rome Statute. Instead, the delegates to the Rome Diplomatic Conference 165 spoke with a clear voice: no impunity 162 <http://www.icccpi.int/en_menus/icc/press%20and%20media/press%20releases/Pages/pr1083.asp x> accessed 9 October 2015. 163 Art 85(4)(c) Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, Art 3 International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and Art 1 Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory Limitations. 164 The Apartheid Convention and the International Convention against Apartheid in Sports. 165 United Nations Diplomatic Conference of Plenipotentiaries on the Establishment of an International shall be granted for crimes of racial discrimination. While the inclusion of the crime of apartheid most likely was seen, at least in part, as a tribute to the victims of the South African apartheid regime, it must also have been motivated by the strong belief of the delegates at the Rome Conference that such crimes could, and do, occur in other contexts.
The crime of apartheid is at the interception of human rights law and international criminal law. As an aggravated case of racial discrimination, apartheid is a clear breach of the principle of racial discrimination of Article 1(3) UN Charter and Article 2 UDHR. Apartheid has been an important catalyser in the international community, by unifying the UN member states -in the midst of the Cold War era -against the apartheid regime of the South African government. The development of the crime of apartheid has contributed to the progression of international criminal law and the Rome Statute in ways that often are overlooked. The criminalisation of apartheid and its inclusion into the Rome Statute, ensuring individual criminal responsibility, is more than a legacy to victims of systematic oppression and racial discrimination; the inclusion deserves merit as to the farsightedness of the international community when it comes to effectively dealing with current and future cases of apartheid. It is now up to the ICC Prosecutor to release apartheid's terminological closeness to the South African context by applying Article 7(1)(j) Rome Statute to other situations. The recent reference to the crime against humanity of apartheid by Special Rapporteur Richard Falk reveals the continued relevance of this crime to current situations. Should the ICC Office of the Prosecutor decide to investigate the situation in Palestine, the application of the provision on the crime of apartheid is indeed obvious. There is therefore a justified hope that the prosecution will use Article 7(1)(j) Rome Statute on the crime of apartheid as a string in the prosecutorial bow.
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